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Executive Summary
Background
Common burnt clay brick is the most popular type of brick used for walling (construction of walls)
in the country, having a market share of around 75% in the walling material market. In addition to
the construction of walls, common burnt clay bricks are also used for other applications, such as
paving, flooring, road construction, construction of sewer lines and drains, lining of canals, etc.
The current production of common burnt clay bricks is estimated at 240-260 billion bricks per
year1. The common burnt clay bricks are produced in micro and small enterprises mostly located
in peri-urban and rural areas; the number of such enterprises is estimated at 140,000. It is
estimated that around 10 million workers (mostly migratory workers) are employed in the
production of common burnt clay bricks. The total annual turnover of the common burnt clay brick
industry is estimated to be around Rs. 80,000 to 100,000 crore/year.
There are several environmental challenges facing the common burnt clay brick industry. Large
amount of fuel is used for firing of bricks which as per one estimate ranges from 29 to 35 million
tonnes of coal and from 12 to16 million tonnes of biomass (fire wood, agriculture residue, sawdust, etc.) per year2. The CO2 emissions are estimated at 66–84 million tonnes per year3 making
it one of the largest industrial source of CO2 emissions (12-15% of the total industrial CO2
emissions). Due to inefficient combustion, brick kilns are also an important source of fine
particulate emissions. A large amount of clay for brick making is obtained by excavating
agriculture fields up to a depth of 2 meters; unplanned mining of clay from agriculture fields results
in loss of top soil and land degradation
In the context of this report, burnt clay resource efficient brick or burnt clay REBs are defined as
burnt clay perforated and hollow bricks or clay fired bricks having holes. There are multiple
environment benefits of burnt clay REBs, which range from savings of fuel and clay, reduction in
emission of particulate matter, black carbon and GHG emissions during manufacturing. There are
additional benefits in the form of savings in mortar, plaster, faster construction during construction
and the walls made from burnt clay fired bricks have better thermal insulation properties. Ministry
of Environment, Forest and Climate Change (MoEFCC) in collaboration with United Nations
Development Program (UNDP) and Global Environment Facility (GEF), is working on a project
“Energy efficiency improvements in Indian brick industry”. The project which is operational since
2010, aims to reduce energy consumption, and restrict GHG emissions by promoting the
production and market of burnt clay REBs. The project activities are concentrated in North-West
India (mainly Punjab, Haryana & Himachal Pradesh) and South India (mainly Karnataka).

J S Kamyotra. CPCB presentation titled “Brick Kilns in India”, Presentation made at the workshop on
“Roadmap for Brick Kiln Sector Challenges and Opportunities”, organized by Centre for Science &
Environment at New Delhi on February 8, 2016
2 TERI. 2016 Report on Resource Audit of Brick Kilns New Delhi: The Energy and Resources Institute
[Project Report No. 2015IE22]
3 Ibid.
1
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The market assessment study conducted by Greentech Knowledge Solutions Private Limited
(GKSPL) was aimed at:





Assessing the status of production capacity and market for burnt clay REBs
Identifying key drivers and barriers in the growth of market for burnt clay REBs
Projecting future demand for bricks and market potential for burnt clay REBs under
different scenarios
Suggesting policy and other measures needed to develop the market for burnt clay
REBs.

Study Results
1. The study found that there are around 45 burnt clay manufacturers producing around 0.22
billion REBs/year in 2015. The production of burnt clay REBs has increased at 16% CAGR
during 2010-15. However, the market for burnt clay REBs in the country is still in its infancy,
accounting for only around 0.1 % of the total market for bricks.
2. UNDP-GEF project has provided support to 9 clay REB manufacturers during 2010-11, the
cumulative production from these 9 units during the six-year period 2010 to 2015 was
estimated at around 110 million bricks, resulting in estimated savings of 71,288 tons of clay,
5500 tons of coal and CO2 savings of 10,171 tons.
3. A mature market for hollow blocks has developed in South India, particularly around
Bangalore. Some success has been achieved in establishing the market for perforated bricks
in North India (NCR region, Punjab and Haryana). While hollow clay blocks are being mostly
used in high rise residential buildings and individual housing; perforated bricks have their
main market in institutional buildings followed by the individual housing. In both the cases,
the market for burnt clay REBs is predominantly urban. While faster construction, better
thermal insulation and reduced dead load are the main perceived benefits for hollow blocks
among users; good aesthetics, better quality are the main perceived benefits of perforated
bricks. Process for inclusion of burnt clay REBs in government schedule of rates in a few
state PWDs (e.g. Punjab) and revision of BIS standard for perforated bricks have been
initiated, both these steps will help in the development of market for burnt clay REBs.
4. The production of burnt clay REBs can be increased through optimum utilization of existing
production capacity in the immediate future. The study found that in most of the 45-existing
burnt clay REB manufacturers, burnt clay REBs are being produced as a secondary product,
the primary product being common burnt clay brick or roofing tile. In addition to these 45
manufacturers, there are about 400 other manufacturers who have extruders (forming
machine necessary to produce burnt clay REBs) who can potentially manufacture burnt clay
REBs. A large number of these manufacturers having extruders are located in three southern
states of Kerala, Tamil Nadu and Karnataka, followed by Madhya Pradesh and Manipur.
Support provided in the preparation of DPRs to 26 brick manufacturers in Punjab and
neighbouring states by PSCST is expected to add to burnt clay REB production capacity.
5. Projections were carried out to estimate total brick demand till 2047 using NITI Aayog data
on building built-up area projections. As per these projects, the average annual demand for
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bricks is estimated to increase from 220 billion bricks/year for 2012-17 period to a peak of
778 billion bricks/ year during the 2032-37 period. This would be 356 % increase over the
demand for 2012-17 period. If no improvements are made in the manufacturing technology
for bricks, the annual CO2 emissions from the brick industry will increase to 230-280 million
tonnes/year during 2032-37. The expected rapid increase and peaking of demand for bricks
in 2032-37, underlines the need for immediate action to ensure that both the existing
manufacturing capacity and the new manufacturing capacities being established for
manufacturing of bricks should be resource efficient. At present the rural: urban market
division for bricks is roughly 50:50; by 2032-37 the urban market will become the dominant
market, and the ratio of rural: urban demand is expected to change to roughly 30:70. The
type and nature of building construction often differ between rural and urban areas, which
has an impact on the choice of REBs and the choice may differ between rural and urban
areas.
6. Two scenarios, named as, scenario 2 (accelerated deployment) and scenario 3 (industry
transformation), have been presented for the development of the burnt clay REBs. The
projections done for these results in annual burnt clay REB production by 2027 of 17 billion
brick/year (scenario 2 in which burnt clay REBs will be meeting 10% of the urban demand of
bricks by 2027) to 42 billion brick/year (scenario 3 in which burnt clay REBs will be meeting
25% of the urban demand of bricks by 2027). In terms of CO2 reduction, this would result in
annual CO2 emission reduction of 3.4 million tons/year and 8.5 million tons/year, respectively
in the year 2027.
7. Recommendations to achieve the targets set for the industry transformation scenario are as
follows:
i.

Promotion of burnt clay REBs as a part of a national initiative on low carbon/resource
efficient bricks: In a large country like India having wide variations in raw material
availability and market for bricks, a strategy that promotes a bouquet of REB options,
such as, burnt clay REBs, along with other types of REBs like AAC blocks, fly ash bricks,
cement stabilized clay bricks, etc. needs to be promoted under a national initiative on
low carbon/resource efficient bricks. So far, the focus of the government policy has been
on promoting fly ash bricks. This policy has been partially successful, with fly ash based
bricks and blocks accounting for <10 % of the market for bricks. There is a need to
expand the policy to include other types of REBs identified using an objective definition.
The study shows that different building market segments (e.g. rural residential v/s urban
residential) as well as different regions in the country (clay-rich Indo-Gangetic plains v/s
peninsular India) may have different preferred choice of REBs.

ii.

A dedicated fund to finance burnt clay REB manufacturing: To achieve the production
targets of scenario 2 (accelerated deployment) and scenario 3 (industry transformation),
new investments of approximately INR 3500 crore and INR 11300 crore would be needed
for upgrading existing manufacturing facilities or establishing new manufacturing
facilities. A dedicated fund will be needed to finance the capacity addition. Resources for
such a fund may be raised through the National Clean Energy Fund or through
international development financing organisations like the World Bank, ADB, kFW, etc.
The study provides a case study of a US $ 50 million (INR 350 crore) fund, dedicated to
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energy efficiency improvements in brick industry in Bangladesh, funded by the Asian
Development Bank (ADB).
iii.

Burnt clay REB industry support programme: Several types of support activities would
be required to support a financing initiative. The components of such a support
programme are as follows:
a) Technical and business support to existing and prospective burnt clay brick
manufacturers for technology upgradation; which may include assistance for DPR
preparation, organizing bank finance, laboratory testing, choice of plant machinery
and technology, technical support for operation and optimization.
b) Skilling and technical training initiative: Thousands of technicians need to be trained
in skills for both productions and applications of burnt clay REBs
c) Human and institution capacity building of the states: Due to the large variations in
the raw material availability, market requirements, development priorities, socioeconomic conditions among different states, state-level plans for resource-efficient
brick production are required. Activities to build human and institutional capacity to
implement environment regulations (concerning brick industry) as well to plan and
implement REB programmes at state level will be needed.
d) Market development: Apart from creating awareness among user segments, a
resource efficiency/ green/eco-labelling programme for burnt clay REBs is proposed.
Some of the agencies who can be approached for operating the labelling system
can include, government agencies (e.g. PACS system of BMTPC, Eco-label of
CPCB), independent green building rating systems e.g. GRIHA, IGBC, GBCI, etc.
e) Industrial research and development: The focus of the industrial research and
development component should be to make available cost-effective integrated
production machinery for burnt clay REB manufacturing.

Greentech Knowledge Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Overview of common burnt clay brick production
Common burnt clay brick is the most popular type of brick4 used for walling (construction of walls)
in the country. In addition to the construction of walls, common burnt clay bricks are also used for
other applications, such as paving, flooring, road construction, construction of sewer lines and
drains, lining of canals, etc. The current production of common burnt clay bricks is estimated at
240-260 billion bricks per year5. The common burnt clay bricks are produced in micro and small
enterprises mostly located in peri-urban and rural areas Figure 1; the number of such enterprises
is estimated at 140,0006. The production processes are mostly manual. These enterprises
operate during the dry season and are estimated to employ around 10 million workers (mostly
seasonal migrant workers). The total annual turnover is estimated to be around Rs. 80,000 to
100,000 crore/year.

Figure 1: Production of common burnt clay brick

It is estimated that the production of common burnt clay bricks has increased by around 400%
during the period 1981 and 2011. In recent years, India’s building sector has been growing rapidly,
influenced primarily by economic and population growth, and urbanization. Major new initiatives
by the Government of India, like “Housing for All” and “Smart Cities” are expected to provide
further support to the building construction activities in near future. If the present rate of economic
growth is maintained over next few decades, it is projected that India’s building stock will increase
by around 4 times between 2012 and 20477. Under this scenario, the annual demand for bricks
is also expected to increase by around 3.5 times and reach a peak during 2032-378.

1.2 Environment challenges of common burnt clay brick production
Like many other major construction materials such as cement and steel, the production of
common burnt clay bricks is also resource intensive and poses many environmental challenges.
4

In this report, all types of bricks/blocks e.g. common burnt clay brick, resource efficient burnt clay brick,
fly ash brick, AAC block, etc. used for the construction of walls are referred to as “brick”.
5 J S Kamyotra. CPCB presentation titled “Brick Kilns in India”, Presentation made at the workshop on
“Roadmap for Brick Kiln Sector Challenges and Opportunities”, organized by Centre for Science &
Environment at New Delhi on February 8, 2016
6 Ibid.
7 India Energy Security Scenarios, NITI Aayog (2015) estimates based for 7.4% CAGR in GDP
8 GKSPL analysis based on Indian Energy Security Scenarios of NITI Aayog
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The main environmental concerns associated with the production of common burnt clay bricks
are:


Large fuel consumption & CO2 emissions: The production process involves baking of
bricks up to a temperature of 800-1100 oC in brick kilns. To achieve this high temperature,
fuel is burned in brick kilns. It is estimated that 29–35 million tonnes of coal and 12–16
million tonnes of biomass (fire wood, agriculture residue, saw-dust, etc.) is used for firing
bricks annually9. This makes, common burnt clay brick industry as one of the largest
industrial consumer of coal in the country. The CO2 emissions from the common burnt clay
brick industry are estimated to be 66–84 million tonnes per year10.



Air Pollution: The combustion of fuel in brick kilns, which is often incomplete, give rise to
a variety of air pollutants such as PM2.5, PM10, SO2, CO, HF, black carbon, etc. The black
carbon emissions from brick kilns in India are estimated at over 100,000 tons/ year11.
Recent research shows that large brick clusters around urban areas, particularly those
situated in the northern and eastern states, are an important source of air pollution in the
cities, e.g. more than 1,000 brick kilns around Delhi are considered a significant contributor
to air pollution in the Delhi/NCR region12.



Loss of agricultural top soil and land degradation: Around 750 million tons of clay is
consumed per year to produce common burnt clay bricks. Part of this clay is river silt
harvested from rivers in the delta regions as well as clay obtained from the desilting of
ponds, water tanks, dams, etc. However, a large amount of clay is obtained by excavating
agriculture fields up to a depth of 2 meters; unplanned mining of clay from agriculture fields
results in loss of top soil and land degradation.

The common burnt clay bricks have a market share of around 75-80% in the total brick market
and in the business-as-usual scenario, common burnt clay bricks are expected to remain a major
building material in foreseeable future. The common burnt clay brick industry in India, particularly
when seen in the light of future demand for building materials, offers a large opportunity to improve
resource efficiency and reduce natural resource use, energy, air pollution and greenhouse gas
emissions.

1.3 UNDP-GEF project on “Energy efficiency improvements in Indian brick
industry”
Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change (MoEFCC) in collaboration with United
Nations Development Program (UNDP) and Global Environment Facility (GEF), is working on a
project “Energy efficiency improvements in Indian brick industry”. The project aims to reduce
9

TERI. 2016 Report on Resource Audit of Brick Kilns New Delhi: The Energy and Resources Institute
[Project Report No. 2015IE22]
10 Ibid
11 Cheryl Weyant et al, Emissions from South Asian Brick Production, Environ. Sci. Technol., 2014, 48 (11),
pp 6477–6483
12 S.K. Guttikunda, G. Calori, A GIS based emission inventory at 1 km x 1 km spatial resolution for air
pollution analysis in Delhi, India, Atmospheric Environment 67 (2013) 101-111
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energy consumption, and restrict GHG emissions by promoting the production and market of burnt
clay perforated and hollow bricks these are referred also as burnt clay Resource Efficient Bricks
(REBs) in this report. The project activities are concentrated in North-West India (mainly Punjab,
Haryana & Himachal Pradesh) and South India (mainly Karnataka).
1.3.1

Burnt Clay Hollow Blocks

A burnt clay hollow block is shown in Figure 2. Three sizes of hollow blocks are commonly
produced: (i) 400x200x200 mm (ii) 400x150x200 mm and (iii) 400x100x200 mm. Some of the key
specifications for burnt clay hollow blocks as per BIS standard IS 3952: 2013 are as follows:






Holes passing through the block exceed 25 % of its volume and the holes are not small.
The hollows may be at right angle or parallel to the bearing surface.
Minimum average crushing strength: 3.5 N/mm2
Water absorption shall not be more than 20 %
The thickness of any shell shall not be less than 11 mm and that of any web not less than
8 mm.

Figure 2: Burnt Clay Hollow Block

1.3.2

Burnt Clay Perforated Bricks

A burnt clay perforated brick is shown in Figure 3. Various types of perforated bricks, usually
having 3 to 10 holes, are manufactured and have perforations ranging from 7 to 22%. Some of
the key properties of burnt clay perforated building bricks as per BIS standard IS 2222:1991 is as
follows:


The area of perforation shall be between 30-45 % of the total area of the
corresponding face of the bricks.
 Minimum average compressive strength: 7 N/mm2
 Water absorption shall not be more than 20 %
 The shorter side of the perforation shall be less than 20 mm in case of rectangular
perforations and less than 25 mm diameter in case of circular perforations. The area
of each perforation shall not exceed 500 mm2.
It should be noted that the perforated bricks being produced in the country are not conforming
with the IS standard and that is the reason for the project working with BIS to revise the IS
standard for burnt clay perforated bricks.

Greentech Knowledge Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
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Figure 3: Burnt Clay Perforated Brick

1.3.3

Key Activities of the Project

Some of the key activities to increase the production of burnt clay REBs which have been
undertaken in the project are:





Technical support to existing burnt clay REB producers to improve/expand burnt clay
REB production
Preparation of investment plans, DPRs and other support for setting up of new burnt clay
REB plants
Facilitating interaction between brick producers and REB manufacturing machinery
suppliers and financial institutions through workshops and meetings
Resource audits of burnt clay REB manufacturing plants to quantify the energy savings
and GHG emission reduction benefits of REBs

Some of the key activities to increase the market of burnt clay REBs which have been undertaken
in the project are:





Work with the Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) on revision of standards for perforated
bricks
Inclusion of burnt clay REBs in the procurement schedule of government departments
such as State Public Works Department
Preparation of literature on “Construction using burnt clay REBs” for architects,
engineers, builders, government officials.
Organization of awareness programmes and study visits for architects, builders,
government officials regarding burnt clay REB application.

This study on market assessment on burnt clay REBs is expected to contribute towards future
market development efforts.

1.4 Benefits of Burnt Clay REBs
The main benefits of burnt clay REBs are:
i.

Savings in clay and energy ranging (~ 5 to 59%) per m3 of bricks produced, compared to
extruded solid bricks depending on the specification of holes and perforation provided13.

13

T E R I. 2016 Report on Resource Audit of Brick Kilns New Delhi: The Energy and Resources Institute
[Project Report No. 2015IE22]
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ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

vi.

The savings in energy occurs as less mass of clay needs to be baked for producing 1 m 3
of bricks;
Reduction in air pollution as less amount of fuel is used for firing bricks. Often, less
polluting kiln technologies, such as, zig-zag or tunnel kilns are used for producing
resource efficient clay fired bricks, which further reduces the amount of air pollution;
Lower thermal conductivity, particularly of burnt clay hollow blocks results in lower
conduction of heat across walls made from hollow blocks and hence provide better
thermal comfort for the occupants in buildings and savings in energy cost for space
conditioning;
Larger size and lighter weight, particularly of burnt clay hollow blocks helps in faster
construction, savings in mortar and savings in structural cost due to reduction in dead
load of buildings;
Uniformity in surface finish and size of burnt clay REBs results in better wall finish and
lower cost for plastering; in several cases where the building owner is looking for brick
façade, the plastering can be totally avoided
Burnt clay perforated bricks with high compressive strength can be used for load bearing
construction thus reducing the consumption of steel and concrete.

The key benefits of burnt clay REBs on the life cycle diagram are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Resource efficiency benefits of burnt clay REBs over the product life cycle

However, it should be noted that the manufacturing of burnt clay REBs require a certain extent of
mechanization of the production process (clay preparation and shaping of bricks) and more
sophisticated drying and firing process (details of typical production process of burnt clay REB
production is given in Annexure 1). Thus, production of burnt clay REBs requires upgradation of
technology, technically trained manpower, significantly large capital investment as well as an
access to reliable and affordable power supply.
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1.5 Objective of the study
The market assessment study conducted by Greentech Knowledge Solutions Private Limited
(GKSPL) was aimed at:





Assessing the status of production capacity and market for burnt clay REBs
Identifying key drivers and barriers in the growth of market for burnt clay REBs
Projecting future demand for bricks and market potential for burnt clay REBs under
different scenarios
Suggesting policy and other measures needed to develop the market for burnt clay
REBs.

1.6 Organisation of the report
The methodology for the study is presented in Chapter 2. The results of the survey carried during
the study are presented in Chapter 3, which includes, status of the production of burnt clay REBs
and information on their market. Chapter 4 presents the future projections for the demand for
bricks for the period 2012-2047 as well as demand for burnt clay REBs for three scenarios for the
period till 2027. Chapter 5 presents the roadmap to promote burnt clay REBs in the country.

Greentech Knowledge Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
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2 Methodology
This chapter provide the details of the methodology used for the study.

2.1 Scope of work as proposed in the RFP
The scope of work as proposed in the call for proposal by UNDP is as follows:






Determine production of burnt clay REBs annually and cumulative in UNDP-GEF project
supported burnt clay REB manufacturing units
Estimate state wise production, potential and demand for burnt clay REBs
Determine present and potential for reduction in energy consumption, pollution reduction,
and GHG reduction through burnt clay REBs
Identify the fiscal and policy measures required to accelerate the use of burnt clay REBs to
exploit their potential
Stakeholder consultation

2.2 Main Steps of the Methodology
The study team adopted a methodology consisting of four steps to accomplish the objectives of the
assignment.
Step 1: Survey of the burnt clay REB manufacturers to estimate the production and analyzing this
information to prepare a state wise summary of burnt clay REB production
Step 2: Understanding the market for burnt clay REBs through survey of stakeholders; identifying
key factors affecting the market for burnt clay REBs; estimating the potential benefits of burnt clay
REBs.
Step 3: Projection of future demand for bricks and action plan under different scenarios for
accelerating the production and use of burnt clay REBs
Step 4: Stakeholder workshop and finalization of the report
The steps of the methodology are shown in Figure 5.

Greentech Knowledge Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
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Step 1: Survey of the burnt clay REB
manufacturers
Information collection through visits/ email/telephone and interactions with burnt clay
REB manufactirers, expert agencies like PSCST
and machinery suppliers
Step 2: Understanding the market for burnt
clay REBs
Information collection through visits/ email/telephone (Architets, Builders, Building
Material Suppliers, burnt clay REB
manufacturers)

Step 3: Projection of future demand for bricks
and action plan under different scenarios for
accelerating the production and use of burnt
clay REBs & formulation of policy measures

Step 4: Feedback during stakeholders
workshop
Figure 5: Main steps of the methodology for the study

2.3 Survey of the burnt clay REB manufacturers
2.3.1

Desk Research- Preparation of a list of burnt clay REB manufacturers

The aim of the desk research was to create a list of burnt clay REB manufactures throughout the
country. This consisted of collecting the list of burnt clay REB manufacturers assisted under the
UNDP-GEF project, information gathered on burnt clay REB manufacturers from the brick industry
contacts, information collected from internet selling platforms such as ‘Indiamart’ and ‘TradeIndia’
and the list of brick manufacturer who had attended workshops conducted by UNDP-GEF project
in the past.
2.3.2

Questionnaire design for collecting information from burnt clay REB manufacturers

A questionnaire was designed to collect data and information from burnt clay REB manufacturers.
The key information that was collected, included:






Annual production data for different types of burnt clay REBs
Production technology and processes
Sales/market related data
Annual sales data for different types of burnt clay REBs
Information on type of clients/building projects (residential, commercial, etc.)
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Information on the typical application of burnt clay REBs (outer walls, inner walls,
boundary wall, etc.)
 Main issues in production of burnt clay REBs and its market uptake
The questionnaire is attached as Annexure 2.
2.3.3

Collection of information through survey

The data on production of burnt clay REBs for 2010,2011 and 2015 was collected from the nine
burnt clay REB units which were supported under the project. The data collection was carried out
through contacting all the nine brick making enterprises and making visits to some of them. The list
of these units is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Prayag bricks at Varanasi
Bharat bricks at Derabassi
Dadoo bricks, Hapur
Kusum bricks at Hapur
Sai Nath bricks at Ghaziabad
Jai Jalaram bricks at Godhra
Sri Venkateshwara bricks & tiles, Kolar
Anjaneya bricks, Hosakote
Sri Marikamba bricks, Malur

The data collection covered information on:




Year-wise production data for different types of burnt clay REBs for the years 2010,2011
and 2015
Information on type of clients/building projects (residential, commercial, etc.)
Information on the application of burnt clay REBs (outer walls, inner walls, boundary wall,
etc.)

Data collection from other burnt clay REB manufacturers was mainly done through e-mail survey
and telephonic interviews, though the project team also met a few of them. In all, twenty-four brick
manufacturers (including those supported by UNDP-GEF project) responded to the survey. A list of
their names is provided in Annexure 3.
2.3.4

Analysing the information on production data

The collected information was analyzed for the nine burnt clay REB manufacturing units supported
under the UNDP-GEF project. The data collected was also used to prepare estimates for state-wise
burnt clay REB production, savings in energy, and GHG reduction through REBs. The estimation
of energy and GHG emission reductions were based on the study conducted by TERI14.

14

T E R I. 2016 Report on Resource Audit of Brick Kilns New Delhi: The Energy and Resources Institute
[Project Report No. 2015IE22]
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2.4 Understanding the market for REBs
2.4.1

Literature survey

Literature survey consisted of:



2.4.2

Literature on burnt clay REB applications
Literature on building construction trends and projections in India
Literature on regulations impacting the market for walling materials in India
Stakeholder survey

A questionnaire survey was conducted in a sample of key stakeholders who play an important role
in shaping the market for burnt clay REBs, such as architects, builders, green rating agencies etc.
The questionnaire covered topics such as:
1. Awareness about burnt clay REBs
2. Area of application of burnt clay REBs
3. Types of building projects and clients interested where burnt clay REBs have been used
4. Factors limiting the using burnt clay REBs
5. Perceived advantages of burnt clay REBs
6. Comments on future market for burnt clay REBs during next 5 years
The questionnaire is attached in Annexure 2. Fifteen stakeholders (mostly architects) responded to
the survey. A list of their names is provided in Annexure 3.
Apart from the questionnaire survey, the project team also relied on its work and understanding
developed while carrying out a rapid market assessment of walling materials under a project
supported by Shakti Sustainable Energy Foundation in 10 cities across different states of the
country.
2.4.3

Analysing the survey results – key factors influencing the market for burnt clay REBs

The survey results were analysed for ascertaining the degree of awareness, knowledge about
application, perceived benefits and factors influencing the market for burnt clay REBs.

2.5 Projection of future demand for bricks and action plan under different
scenarios for accelerating the production and use of burnt clay REBs
The projection of future demand for bricks was undertaken for the period 2012-2047. The
projections were based on:
a) Projections of built up area for residential urban, residential rural and commercial buildings
for 2017 to 2047 by NITI Aayog for India Energy Security Scenarios, 2015.
b) The assumptions for brick requirement per m2 of floor space area are based by
considering different types of house construction for various categories of houses as per
Indian Census of 2011
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c) The brick demand for applications other than building construction, such as, paving,
flooring, construction of dams and sewers, lining of canals, etc. has been taken as a fixed
percentage of the total demand and the percentage considered is based on an earlier
study done by BMPTC (Building Materials and Technology Promotion Council) and STEM
(Centre for Symbiosis of Technology, Environment & Management) and recent trends in
the market.
Three scenarios have been developed for projecting the market for REBs for the period 2017-2027.
The three scenarios are:





Business as usual scenario which is based on the extrapolation of the growth rate
observed for burnt clay REBs for the period 2010-2015 in the absence of any additional
measures to promote production and use of REBs
Accelerated deployment scenario which considers a national pilot initiative to promote
production and use of burnt clay REBs in the urban sector
Industry transformation scenario which considers a comprehensive national initiative to
promote production and use of burnt clay REBs in the urban sector

2.6 Stakeholders workshop
The stakeholders workshop on “Action Plan to Develop the Market of Hollow and Perforated FiredClay Bricks” was organized on 8th June 2016 at the India Habitat Centre, New Delhi. The workshop
was attended by brick manufacturers, several of the producing REB from Punjab, Haryana, Uttar
Pradesh, Karnataka, Kerala, and West Bengal; brick manufacturing machinery suppliers and
officials from MoEFCC and Building Materials Technology Promotion Council (BMTPC). The
findings of the market assessment study were presented by the GKSPL team. A panel discussion
session, which had representatives from the Government, burnt clay REB manufacturers and
machinery suppliers discussed strategies for increasing the market of burnt clay REBs. A list of the
participants and short proceedings of the stakeholder workshop are provided as Annexure 4.
.
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3 Status of burnt clay REB production and market in India
This chapter deals with the status of production as well as the market for burnt clay REBs. The
analysis and results presented in the chapter are based mainly on surveys and interviews
conducted by the project team.

3.1 Burnt clay REB production in 9 UNDP-GEF project assisted units
UNDP-GEF project has provided some support to 9 brick manufacturing enterprises during 201011. The locations of these enterprises are marked on an Indian map in Figure 6.

Figure 6: UNDP-GEF project assisted burnt clay REB enterprises (2010-11)

Information on burnt clay REB production from these 9 enterprises was collected for the period
2010-2015. The data received from the REB production enterprises is presented in Table 1. The
production of individual enterprises (number of bricks) have been arrived at by converting
to an equivalent standard brick size of 230 x 110 x 70 mm.
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Table 1: Burnt clay REB production in UNDP-GEF project assisted enterprises

Kiln Name & Brief Description

Prayag Clay Products Pvt Ltd, Varanasi

2015 Production
(equivalent standard size
230x110x70mm)

Estimated Production
during 2010-2015
(equivalent standard size
230x110x70mm)

Perforated
bricks

Perforated
bricks

27,00,000

Hollow
Blocks
3,38,792

Hollow
Blocks

80,34,960

16,10,008

- 1,80,30,65615

-

(www.pcppl.in)
PPCL is one of the largest brick manufacturers and the only
manufacturer of burnt clay REBs in eastern UP having a total annual
production capacity of around 15 million bricks/ year. Out of total
production, around 20% production is of burnt clay REBs. PPCL has
been producing burnt clay REBs since 2005-06, and have steadily
increased the production over the years. The enterprise has an extruder
(Chinese origin), a natural drying shed and two natural draft zig-zag
kilns for firing bricks.
Bharat bricks, Derabassi

40,47,262

(www.bharatbricks.com)
Bharat Bricks installed an extruder in 2001 and has a High Draft Kiln for
firing bricks. Recently the company has installed a tunnel kiln. The major
market for is Punjab and NCR region. The company started
manufacturing perforated bricks since 2010 and since then has steadily
increased the production of perforated bricks.

15

Production during 2012,2013 and 2014 has been assumed to be average of 2011 and 2015 since there has not been any process upgradations during this period
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Kiln Name & Brief Description

Dadoo bricks, Hapur

2015 Production
(equivalent standard size
230x110x70mm)

Estimated Production
during 2010-2015
(equivalent standard size
230x110x70mm)

Perforated
bricks

Perforated
bricks

Hollow
Blocks

Hollow
Blocks

25,00,000

- 1,12,50,00016

9,58,04617

-

48,00,00018

22,99,31119

5,00,000

- 1,56,09,20420

-

(www.dadoobricks.com)
The company owns a home-made extruder, a drying shed, a fixed
chimney bull’s trench kiln and a small tunnel kiln. It has a total annual
production of 6-8 million bricks/ year. Burnt clay REBs form around 2530% of its annual production. The main market for REBs is NCR
region.The company started producing perforated bricks from 2011 and
have been trying to steadily increase the market for REBs.
Kusum bricks, Hapur
The company has the same ownership as Dadoo bricks. This kiln was
shut-down in 2012 and the production was consolidated at Dadoo
bricks.
Sai Nath bricks, Ghaziabad
This project was established in 2009 with an aim to manufacture bricks
for self-use in construction projects. The company owns a high draught
kiln and Chinese machinery for manufacturing bricks. The owner did not
respond to the detailed survey questionnaire, however information
collected from one of the employees and from google maps suggests
that the production of this unit has been decreasing steadily since 2012.
16

Ibid.
Ibid.
18 Production during 2012 has been assumed as average of 2010 and 2011. The kiln stopped production after 2012.
19 Ibid.
20 Production during 2012 has been assumed as average of 2010 and 2011. The production for 2013 and 2014 was assumed similar to 2015
17
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Kiln Name & Brief Description

Jai Jalaram bricks, Godhra

2015 Production
(equivalent standard size
230x110x70mm)

Estimated Production
during 2010-2015
(equivalent standard size
230x110x70mm)

Perforated
bricks

Perforated
bricks

Hollow
Blocks

Hollow
Blocks

30,00,000

-

1,80,00,000

-

2,82,609

1,79,183

2,82,60921

4,81,83722

(www.jjbricks.com)
The company is one of the largest and most reputed brick manufacturer
in western India. The company has a European extruder and a chamber
dryer for manufacturing REBs, while the firing of bricks takes place in a
fixed chimney bull’s trench kiln. The company started producing REBs
in 2010-11, and since then has steadily increased the production.
Majority of the production is hand molded solid clay fired bricks, REBs
form a small percentage (~15-20%) of the production

Sri Venkateshwara Bricks & Tiles, Kolar
The company has 3 Hoffmann kilns, each having a production capacity
of around 10,000- 12,000 bricks. The main product of the company is
wire-cut bricks (solid extruded bricks) and tiles while REBs form a small
part of the total production.

21
22

Production during 2013 and 2014 has been assumed as average of 2010 and 2015.
Ibid
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Kiln Name & Brief Description

Anjaneya bricks and tiles Pvt Ltd, Hosakote

2015 Production
(equivalent standard size
230x110x70mm)

Estimated Production
during 2010-2015
(equivalent standard size
230x110x70mm)

Perforated
bricks

Perforated
bricks

Hollow
Blocks

Hollow
Blocks

-

67,75,83323

- 1,98,61,66024

-

19,25,76325

-

51,03,43926

1,30,29,871

92,19,571

7,60,07,429

3,03,14,302

(www.anjaneyabrickstiles.com)
The company is into brick and tile making for 100 years. The company
operates a Hoffman kiln. The company has been manufacturing hollow
blocks for 15 years and has increased its production of hollow clay fired
blocks significantly in recent years.
Sri Marikamba hardware pipes and bricks, Malur
The company owns six Hoffmann kilns, out of which three are dedicated
to stone ware pipes. The company manufactures wire-cut bricks, hollow
blocks, tiles and stoneware pipes.
Total

23

Ibid.
Ibid.
25 Ibid.
26 Ibid.
24
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Figure 7 provides annual production of burnt clay REBs in the 9 UNDP-GEF assisted brick
enterprises.

REB annual production in 9 UNDP-GEF assisted units (2010-11)
25,000,000
20,000,000
15,000,000
10,000,000
5,000,000
2010

2011

2012

Perforated bricks

2013

2014

2015

hollow bricks

Figure 7: Production of burnt clay REBs in 9 enterprises supported by the UNDP-GEF project during 2010-15

Based on this figure and data presented in Table 1, following observations can be made:
a. The cumulative annual production of burnt clay REBs in the 9 enterprises has
increased from 16.5 million bricks/year in 2010 to 22.2 million bricks/year in 2015.
b. The production of burnt clay hollow blocks has increased by almost 4 times from
around 2.3 million bricks/year in 2010 to 9.2 million bricks/year in 2015. Most of the
increase in the hollow block production has come from three enterprises - Anjaneya
bricks, Sri Marikamba bricks and Sri Venkateshwara Bricks. These enterprises are
based around Bengaluru and seemed to have benefitted from the efforts of
Wienerberger (largest hollow brick manufacturer in India located near Bengaluru) in
creating a market for hollow bricks. In northern and eastern India, only Prayag Clay
Products Private Limited has been producing hollow clay fired bricks consistently
and has shown some increase in the production signifying slow rate of growth of the
market.
c. The production of perforated bricks has remained stagnant during 2010-2015. The
reduction in the production at Sai Nath bricks, which was the largest individual
producer of perforated bricks in 2010-11, has been compensated by increase in
production particularly at Bharat bricks.
The cumulative clay, energy and CO2 savings for the nine enterprises for the period 2010-15 is
tabulated in Table 2. The total clay savings are computed as 71,288 tons; the total energy
savings are 11,36,80,138 MJ (around 5500 tons of coal27) and the CO2 savings of 10,171 tons.

27

Assumed GCV of 5000 kcal/kg
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Table 2: Cumulative clay, energy and CO2 savings for 9 enterprises for 2010-15 period

REB Producer

Bharat Bricks, Punjab
Prayag Bricks, U.P.
Kusum Bricks, U.P.
Dadoo Bricks, U.P.
Sai Nath Bricks, U.P.
Anjaneya Bricks,
Karnataka
Marikamba Bricks,
Karnataka
Lakshmi
Venkateswara,
Karnataka
Jay Jalaram Bricks,
Gujarat
Total

Kiln
Type28

HDK
NDZZK
FCBTK
FCBTK
HDK

SEC29
(MJ/kg)
for the
kiln
1.09
0.99
1.25
1.25
1.09

Estimated total burnt clay
REB production 2010-2015
in million standard30 bricks
(6 years)
Perforated
Hollow
18.03
0.00
8.03
1.61
4.80
2.30
11.25
0.96
15.61
0.00

Perforated33
4,598
5,63535
1,224
2,869
3,980

Hollow34
2,566
3,664
1,527
-

Total
4,598
8,201
4,889
4,396
3,981

Total
energy
saving in
TJ 20102015
5.01
8.12
6.11
5.50
4.34

Reduction in clay as compared to
solid extruded bricks31 (t)

t CO232
saved
20102015
448
726
547
492
388

HK

2.0536

0.00

19.86

-

31,658

31,658

64.90

5,806

HK

1.37

0.00

5.10

-

8,134

8,134

11.10

993

HK

2.1837

0.28

0.48

72

768

840

1.83

164

1.47

18.00

0.00

4,590

-

4,590

6.77

606

76.01

30.31

22,970

48,318

71,288

113.68

10,171

FCBTK

The sample calculations are provided in Annexure 6.

HDK is High draught kiln, NDZZK is Natural draught zig-zag kiln, FCBTK is Fixed Chimney Bull’s trench Kiln, HK is Hoffman kiln
Specific energy consumption based on PSCST report for CPCB
30 Standard brick size 230 x 110 x 70mm
31 Density of solid extruded brick is taken as 1800 kg/m 3
32 In all the kilns, the fuel is assumed as bituminous coal. IPCC Volume 2 Chapter 1 Table 1.4- lower value for other bituminous coal
33 Assumed average 8% reduction in volume for 3 hole perforated bricks except for Prayag Bricks, U.P.
34 Assumed average 50% reduction in volume for hollow blocks.
35 Prayag Bricks, U.P. is producing 8 hole perforated bricks with 22% perforation
36T E R I. 2016 Report on Resource Audit of Brick Kilns
37 Ibid
28
29
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3.2 State-wise REB Producing enterprises/clusters in India
Information on REB producing enterprises was collected through internet search, information
gathered from the UNDP-GEF project, industry representatives, machine suppliers, etc. This
information was compiled. In Figure 8, the location of clusters or enterprises where currently REBs
are being manufactured is shown. The data on state-wise REB production is compiled in Table 3.

Figure 8: Location of burnt clay REB producing enterprises
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Table 3: State-wise burnt clay REB production facilities

State

Brief Description

No. of
units
having
extruders

No. of
REB
producing
units

Estimation Annual
production of REBs in 2015
in standard bricks
(230x110x70mm)
Perforated
bricks

Hollow
Blocks

Assam

Mahabir enterprise located near Guwahati is the sole REB
producer (producing perforated bricks) in the state.

1

1

5,00,000

-

Gujarat

Jay Jalaram enterprise at Godhra is the only consistent REB
producer in the state. One more enterprise has attempted
production of REBs, but is not producing REBs on a regular
basis.

2

1

30,00,000

-

Haryana

REB producing enterprises cater to the market around
Chandigarh and NCR region.

3

3

1,39,00,000

-

Jammu &
Kashmir

A couple of brick kiln enterprises (one located near Srinagar and
other near Jammu) have extruders, but are not producing REBs.

2

-

-

-

Karnataka

The largest burnt clay REB producing state with production
enterprises located around Bangalore, Mangalore and
Kundapur. Several of these units are roofing tile units and they
produce REBs on demand. The largest hollow clay brick plant is
owned by Winerberger (http://wienerberger.in/contact) at
Kunigal.

25

6

Kerala

Roofing tile manufacturing is an established industry in this
state. Around 300 tile manufacturing setups are currently
operating in the state out of which 200 use the wet production
process using extruders. These are located at Thrissur, Calicut
etc. A few of these also produce burnt clay REBs.

200

5
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Madhya
Pradesh

Balaghat region has been a major hub of clay tile production in
Central India. The manufacturers from this region have been
producing REBs on demand with its market in Raipur and
Nagpur.

40

15-20

5,00,000

94,86,166

Maharashtra

There is no significant REB production in this state. Paul bricks
(Nagpur) is the only manufacturer currently making REBs

1

1

-

18,06,889

Manipur

The state has witnessed installation of extruders in the last 5-10
years, but as per information, none of the enterprises is
producing REBs.

15-20

-

-

-

Punjab

Implementation of UNDP-GEF project has influenced setting up
of a few relatively large REB production enterprises (mostly
producing perforated bricks). With the inclusion of REBs in the
Schedule of Rates, the market for perforated bricks is expected
to rise.

4

3

1,20,47,262

-

Rajasthan

Ritu bricks at Bhilwara is the only REB producer and has been
manufacturing burnt clay REB’s for more than a decade. There
are a few more enterprises (mostly located in the desert
districts) which have extruders but are currently manufacturing
only solid extruded bricks.

6

1

6,00,000

90,34,444

Tamil Nadu

Chennai, Coimbatore & Madurai has seen a rapid rise in
extruded solid bricks (wire-cut bricks) production in the last
decade, but only a couple of enterprises are manufacturing
REBs.

125-150

2

3,50,000

-

Uttar
Pradesh

It is the largest burnt clay brick producing state in India but has
very few units having extruders and producing REBs.

3

3

52,00,000

3,38,792

West
Bengal

Several brick manufacturing enterprises has installed extruders
in recent past, but none of them is manufacturing REBs.

10-15

-

-

-

434-469

41-46

Total
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The main conclusions from the survey can be summarised as follows:







There are around 450 brick manufacturing enterprises in the country, which have
extruders (brick forming machinery necessary for manufacturing perforated and hollow
bricks), but only around 10% of these enterprises (around 45) are currently manufacturing
REBs.
Except Winerberger which only manufactures hollow clay blocks, for almost all the other
enterprises involved in the production of REBs, solid brick or roofing tiles are the main
product and REBs are produced in smaller quantities.
The total annual production of burnt clay hollow bricks during 2015 is estimated at around
180 million standard size bricks, out of which almost 87% are produced in Karnataka.
The total annual production of perforated clay fired bricks during 2015 is estimated at
around 37 million standard size bricks, out of which almost 80% are produced in north
India -- Punjab, Haryana and NCR region.

A map showing state-wise distribution of extruders is shown in Annexure 5.

3.3 Market
3.3.1

Brick market segmentation

It is estimated that out of the total market of bricks, around 75-80% of the market is for common
burnt clay bricks38. The cement and flyash based products or non-fired bricks (mainly three products
– flyash bricks, AAC blocks and cement concrete blocks) are estimated to have around 15-20 % of
the market39. The use of other traditional materials for wall construction like stone is also prevalent
in some areas but is showing a decreasing trend. In recent years, use of glass, various kinds of
boards and aluminum panels and monolithic construction for constructing walls is showing an
increasing trend.
Market segmentation based on geographical regions:
Geographically, India can be divided into two distinct geographic areas (Figure 9) as far as market
for bricks is concerned:
-

Zone 1: The Indo-Gangetic plains, Himalayan states and North Eastern states form a region
which is predominantly burnt clay brick region. Burnt clay brick production is prevalent all
through the Indo-Gangetic plains as clay for brick making is easily available. The burnt clay
bricks produced in the plains and in valleys are transported to be used in the nearby hilly areas
also. In this region, it is only recently that non-fired bricks have been introduced. AAC blocks
have emerged as a strong alternative for burnt clay bricks for high rise construction in the NCR
region. Fly ash bricks are being produced in small quantities at various places depending on

38

GKSPL.2016. Resource Efficient Walling Materials in India. Issue paper prepared by Greentech Knowledge
Solutions for Shakti Sustainable Energy Foundation
39 GKSPL.2016. Assessment of Flyash Based Walling Material Production Inventory in India. Report prepared
by Greentech Knowledge Solutions for Climate Studies Programme, IIT Bombay.
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the fly ash availability and market. Concrete blocks are produced in small quantities, mostly in
the hilly region as well as in north eastern states.
-

Zone 2: In the rest of the country both non-fired bricks and burnt clay bricks are used. In major
metro cities, such as Mumbai, Pune, Hyderabad, Bengaluru, Chennai etc., significantly large
quantities of non-fired bricks are being used. Several of the large burnt clay brick production
clusters in this region are located near rivers and water bodies where clay and water is available
to produce burnt clay bricks. Area around Surat, Pune and Hyderabad have emerged as
important production centers for AAC blocks. Maharashtra and Andhra Pradesh have large
number of fly ash manufacturing units. States like Odisha are actively promoting the
manufacturing of fly ash bricks.

Zone 1

Zone 2

Figure 9 Market segmentation based on geographical region

Market segmentation based on building type:
The building construction can be classified under different kinds of buildings. A classification is
shown in Figure 10. Different types of building construction have preference for different types of
bricks. Following are some important observations:
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The brick market in rural residential and low rise urban residential construction which is
mostly undertaken by local masons, small civil contractors or the house owners
themselves is mostly dominated by burnt clay fired bricks or other locally available
materials.
Burnt clay bricks are still used extensively in the urban residential high rise construction.
But across the country this segment has seen increasing application of light weight walling
materials like AAC blocks and new construction technique like monolithic concrete wall
construction.
Commercial buildings have shown increasing use of new building materials ranging from
AAC blocks to glass and aluminum panels for external façade.

Figure 10 Classification of new constrcution in different building types
(EWS: Economic Weaker Section; LIG/MIG/HIG: Low/Medium/High Income Group)

3.3.2

Results of survey of market for burnt clay REBs

Burnt clay hollow blocks
Geographically, the current market for these blocks is concentrated in three southern statesKarnataka, Tamil Nadu and Kerala. Hollow clay blocks are mostly used for two building types: a)
High rise MIG/HIG housing in metro cities of Bangalore, Chennai, Cochin, etc. and b) Individual
HIG housing in metro cities as well as smaller cities such as, Belgaum, Bellary, Hubli, Mysore,
Madurai, etc. Figure 11 & Figure 12 show photographs of their applications.
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According to the response received from architects and builders who were surveyed, the three main
reasons for them choosing hollow clay blocks over other walling materials are:


Faster construction: The block sizes are relatively large which ensures rapid construction
so that more wall area can be laid in a given time compared to construction with traditional
solid brick wall constructions.
Good thermal insulation: These blocks have lower thermal conductivity and hence the
ingress of heat from the outside to the inside of the building having external walls of hollow
clay blocks is less, which provides better thermal comfort and less energy for cooling the
building.
Reduction in dead load: As these blocks are lighter in weight, the use of these blocks
results in reduction of deadweight on the building structure. The reduced deadweight in
turn reduces the use of cement and steel in structure, this is an important consideration in
case of high rise construction.





Figure 11: Hollow Blocks -Individual MIG/HIG
Housing40

Figure 12:Hollow Blocks- Mid/High-Rise MIG/HIG
Housing41

Burnt clay perforated Bricks
Geographically, the current market for perforated bricks is concentrated in the NCR region, Punjab
and Haryana. Application of burnt clay perforated bricks are shown in Figure 13,Figure 14 & Figure
15.Institutional buildings are one of the main buyers of perforated bricks as several of these
buildings opt for exposed brick façade. Perforated bricks have also been used in affordable mass
housing load bearing construction. Apart from walling applications, perforated bricks are also used
as sewer bricks due to high compressive strength and low water absorption properties.
According to the response received from architects and builders who were surveyed, the three main
reasons for them choosing burnt clay perforated bricks over other walling materials are:
-

40
41

Good Aesthetics – In several cases the building owners (usually housing and institutional
buildings like educational institutions) demand for exposed brick work for which perforated
bricks can be used.

Source: Ar K.S. Chetan- Kham design
Source: Living Walls-VDB Infra & Realty Pvt. Ltd.-Bangalore
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-

High compressive strength –The perforated bricks made using extruders have high density
and high compressive strength. These bricks can be used for constructing load-bearing
structures, thus avoiding option of concrete frame structure, which reduces the requirement
for cement and steel. This is one of the reason for the use of perforated bricks for affordable
low rise buildings.

-

Uniform shape and quality – Lower variations in the dimensions of perforated bricks results
in better finish of walls and a reduced requirement of plastering.

Figure 13: Perforated Bricks -Low rise EWS/LIG Mass
Housing42

Figure 14: Perforated Bricks - Individual HIG
Housing43

Figure 15: Perforated Bricks - Institutional Building44

3.3.3

Barriers for the growth of the market for burnt clay REBs

Based on the survey responses, key barriers in the growth of market for burnt clay REBs were
identified. The responses received from the two stakeholder groups – users represented by
architects & builders and REB manufacturers are given in this section.
The key barriers as perceived by the architects and builders while specifying/using burnt clay REBs
in construction are:
a) Limited availability of burnt clay REBs and higher prices: At present the manufacturing and
hence availability of burnt clay REBs is limited only to certain regions in the country. For
42
43
44

Source: Adalakha Associates
Source: Mahaluxmi bricks
Source: Jindal Mechno bricks
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example, while region around Bangalore is the main market for hollow clay blocks; perforated
bricks are mainly available in NCR region and parts of Punjab and Haryana. Even in these
regions, due to limited production capacity and limited competition, the prices for these products
are often high. Due to uncertainties in sourcing large quantities and high prices, these products
are often not specified, particularly in case of large construction projects.
b) Limited understanding about right method of application & unavailability of skilled workers for
construction: There is limited understanding about the right way for using these products. In
case of hollow blocks, the concerns range from laying of pipes and conduits to nailing. In case
of perforated bricks, the right method of application to ensure holes not getting filled with mortar
is an issue. Unavailability of trained manpower (masons and contractors) and right tools for
application are a barrier.
c) Uncertainty about acceptance by building users: The architects and builders often worry about
acceptance of these products by the building owners and users. Lack of good documented case
studies act as a barrier in creating awareness and confidence among building owners and users
about these products.
The key barriers as perceived by the burnt clay REB producers in growing their production and
market are:
a) Technology & Investment: As mentioned in section 3.2, almost all the existing burnt clay REB
enterprises, manufacture REBs as secondary products. For them, the primary product is
usually common burnt clay solid brick or roofing tile. Thus, their manufacturing facilities are
not optimized for burnt clay REB production, and none of the producers (except Winerberger)
possess an integrated production line to produce burnt clay REBs. Lack of cost-effective
drying facilities for year-round production of burnt clay REBs is a major challenge for most of
the producers. Because of lack of assured market for burnt clay REBs and lack of any
financial support/low-cost financing options to upgrade technology, the enterprises are
hesitant to invest in integrated production line offered by European or Chinese technology
suppliers. Thus, REBs are produced in non-optimized production lines in small scale
operations resulting in high cost of production for REBs.
b) Policy & Regulatory issues: There are multiple issues concerning existing government policies
and regulations, which act as barriers attracting fresh investments to produce burnt clay REBs
as well as in expanding the market for REBs. Some of the key concerns are as follows:
i.
Environment clearance for mining of minor minerals: Several of the burnt clay REB
manufacturers face uncertainty in the supply of clay, mainly due to delays and
uncertainties in getting environment clearance for mining of minor minerals (which now
has been delegated to district authorities). States like Kerala, which have many
factories having extruders and several burnt clay REB manufacturers has a major
problem with the supply of clay.
ii.
Fly ash regulation & model building bye-laws: MoEFCC through its notification (fly ash
regulation 2016) dated January 25, 2016 has made it mandatory for all cities having a
population of more than 1 million to amend building bye-laws to make fly ash bricks
mandatory. Further the use of fly ash based bricks and products is made mandatory in
all Government scheme or programmes. MoUD has come up with model building byeGreentech Knowledge Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
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iii.

laws 2016. These bye-laws refer to the Fly Ash Notification of MoEFCC and makes
use of fly ash based bricks mandatory in all buildings having built-up area >20,000 m2.
These regulations, has the potential to severally restrict the market for burnt clay REBs
in government construction and urban areas.
BIS code for burnt clay perforated building bricks: The BIS code for burnt clay
perforated building bricks (IS:2222-1991) requires revision as it is not possible to meet
the requirement of area of perforation as per the existing standard. For the
procurement of burnt clay perforated bricks by government agencies (CPWD, PWDs,
etc.), the perforated bricks available in the market should meet the IS code
requirements, thus it is important that the code is revised at the earliest.

Some
other
issues
faced
by
producers
are
low
awareness
amongst
users(architect/builders/engineers) about burnt clay REBs, lack of recognition as green building
materials, shortage of proven technological solutions and high capital investment for switching to
REB production.
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4 Projecting demand for bricks and potential for burnt clay REBs
This chapter deals with projecting the demand for bricks in the future as well as projecting the
potential market for burnt clay REBs under different scenarios.

4.1 Projection of future building stock
A large growth in building stock is foreseen for India in next few decades. Taking the case of
housing, the Government of India’s “Housing for All” programme, which aims at providing housing
to all families by the year 2022. If this aim is to be met, around 110 million new houses should be
constructed by 202245. The distribution of rural and urban houses is shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Housing units to be constructed to meet the goals of “Housing for All” by the year 2022

A more comprehensive projection of demand for various types of buildings has been done by NITI
Aayog using excel tool developed for India Energy Security Scenarios46. The tool divides the
building stock into residential (urban and rural) and commercial (enterprises and own account). It
calculates the space requirement for different types of buildings till 2047, for three different growth
rates of GDP by analysing the historic growth of residential and commercial floor space per capita
viz a viz the GDP as well as computing the elasticity of activity demand in buildings with respect to
GDP. The projections done for 7.4% CAGR of GDP option shows that the building floor space will
quadruple from around 14 to 64 billion m2 during the period 2012-2047 (Figure 17). The increase in
the floor space will be because of increase in floor space per capita as well as increase in
population. For example, the residential floor space per capita is expected to rise from 10.8
m2/capita in 2012 to 32.9 m2/capita in 2047 and commercial floor space per capita is expected to
rise from 0.6 m2 /capita in 2012 to 5.9 m2 /capita in 2047.

45
46

KPMG (2014). Funding the vision — Housing for all by 2022
http://www.indiaenergy.gov.in/what_IESS.php
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Figure 17. Projected increase in floor space area (2012-2047), IESS, NITI Aayog

4.2 Projection of brick demand
As a part of this study, the projection of demand for brick till 2047 has been carried out. The total
brick demand is assumed to be composed of two main categories:



Demand of bricks for the new construction of buildings (urban residential buildings, rural
residential buildings and commercial buildings)
Demand for bricks for “other” applications (paving, flooring, boundary walls, construction of
dams and sewers, lining of canals, etc.)

Demand for bricks for the construction of buildings
Following methodology has been used for projecting the demand of bricks for the construction of
buildings
a) Built-up area for residential urban, residential rural and commercial buildings has been
projected for 7.4% CAGR of GDP option using NITI Aayog’s India Energy Security
Scenarios introduced in section 4.1. The built-up area has been calculated for the block of
5 years starting from 2012-17 to 2042-47.
b) The built-up area calculated above has been multiplied by 270 bricks/ m2 to get the brick
requirement. The average requirement of 270 standard size bricks per m2 of floor space
area has been based on the calculations of the volume of walls (external and internal
walls) for different types of house construction mentioned in the census (refer Annexure
7). Though these calculations are for residential construction, the same number has been
used for the commercial buildings as well.
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Demand for bricks for “other” applications
Demand of bricks for other forms of construction include use of bricks for applications such as
paving, flooring, construction of dams and sewers, external walls, lining of canals, etc. An earlier
study by BMPTC (Building Materials and Technology Promotion Council) and STEM (Centre for
Symbiosis of Technology, Environment & Management)47 has considered brick demand for other
forms of construction as 37% of the total brick demand. Considering that in recent years, many new
materials are being used for other construction, particularly use of concrete has increased for
applications like paving, canal and drain construction, in this study the brick demand for other forms
of construction is assumed as 25% of the total brick demand for the entire period till 2047.
Total demand for bricks
The results of the analysis in the form of projected brick demand (billion bricks/year) for different
end-use applications are shown in Figure 18. The main conclusions of the analysis are as follows:
a) The average annual demand for bricks during 2012-17 is estimated as 220 billion
bricks/year. It is to be noted that the calculated demand (based on data on construction
and economic growth) is marginally lower compared to the estimated production (based
on data on production from brick enterprises) estimates for all types of bricks and blocks of
270-300 billion bricks per year48. This should be considered a good agreement given the
fact that both the estimates are based on limited amount of data. Also, it should be noted
that the brick demand estimate does not consider the use of bricks for reconstruction and
repair of buildings.
b) The average annual demand for bricks is estimated to increase and reach to a peak of 778
billion bricks/ year during the 2032-37 period. This would be 356 % increase over the
demand for 2012-17 period. After 2032-37 period, the average annual demand for bricks
will reduce and is estimated to decline to 570 billion bricks/year for 2042-47 period. The
expected rapid increase and peaking of demand in 2032-37, underlines the need for
immediate action to regulate new manufacturing capacities to be resource efficient.
c) During 2012-17, rural residential demand accounts for 38% of the total demand for bricks,
this is going to decrease to around 25% by 2032-37 and less than 10% by 2042-47.
Overall, if a major part of the brick demand for “other” category is assigned to the rural
sector, it can be concluded that at present the rural: urban demand is roughly 50:50. By
2032-37 the demand will be predominantly urban, and the ratio of rural: urban demand is
expected to change to roughly 30:70, and would have an impact on the market for REBs
as the choice of REBs may differ between rural and urban areas.

“Housing & Key Building Materials in India: A Long Term Perspective: 1991-2011”, 2000, jointly published by BMTPC
and STEM
47

48

The total estimated production includes 240-260 billion brick production of clay fired bricks and 30-40 billion bricks
production of fly-ash bricks, AAC blocks and concrete blocks.
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Projected Average Annual Brick Demand (in billion bricks/year) for various
end-use sectors
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Figure 18. Projected annual average demand for bricks (billion brick/year) for 2012-2047

4.3 Projection of burnt clay REBs demand
In chapter 3, the production of burnt clay REBs for the year 2015 was estimated at around 210
million bricks/year. Compared to the total market of bricks, this is miniscule, as it meets only around
0.1% of the total demand. Further, we have seen that the production of burnt clay REBs has
increased at a CAGR of around 16% during 2010-2015 as well as the current market for burnt clay
REBs is restricted to certain urban areas only.
Three scenarios have been developed for projecting the demand for burnt clay REBs for the period
2017-2027. The three scenarios are:
a) Business as usual scenario (Scenario 1) which is based on the extrapolation of the growth
rate observed for perforated and hollow bricks for the period 2010-2015 (i.e. 16 %) to
project the demand till 2027. This scenario assumes that there are no additional steps
taken to promote the production and use of REBs, and market is left to expand on its own
at a slow rate.
b) Accelerated deployment scenario (Scenario 2) which considers that a pilot initiative to
promote production and use of clay based REBs in the urban sector will be undertaken.
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Under this scenario, it is assumed that the penetration of clay based REBs in the urban
sector, which is presently around 0.2% will rise to 2.5% by 2022 and to 10% by 2027.
c) Industry transformation scenario (Scenario 3) which considers that a large national
initiative to transform the brick sector and promote the production and use of all types of
REBs, including burnt clay REBs, will be implemented. Under this scenario, it is assumed
that the penetration of clay based REBs in the urban sector, which is presently around
0.2% will rise to 10% by 2022 and to 25% by 2027.

The projection of burnt clay REB production for different scenarios in billion standard brick/year for
2017, 2022 and 2027 is presented in Table 4; the corresponding coal and CO2 savings are
presented in Table 5.
Table 4: Projection of burnt clay REB production (in billion standard bricks/year) for the period 2017-2027

Burnt clay brick production
(billion standard brick/year)

Scenarios

2017

2022

2027

Scenario 1: Business-As-Usual

0.29

0.62

1.32

Scenario 2: Accelerated Deployment

0.29

2.7

16.76

Scenario 3: Industry Transformation

0.29

10.8

41.90

Table 5: Projection of coal savings (in million tons/year) and CO2 savings (in million tons/year) for the period
2017-2027

2017
Scenarios

Coal
Savings

2022

CO2
savings

Coal
Savings

2027

CO2
savings

Coal
Savings

CO2
savings

Scenario 1: Business-AsUsual

0.03

0.06

0.07

0.13

0.14

0.27

Scenario 2: Accelerated
Deployment

0.03

0.06

0.29

0.55

1.81

3.39

Scenario 3: Industry
Transformation

0.03

0.06

1.17

2.19

4.54

8.48

Some of the key assumptions made in these calculations, for which results have been presented in
Table 4 & Table 5 are as follows:
1. A share of 25% perforated brick and 75% hollow brick has been considered
2. The perforated bricks have been considered to have perforation of 20%, while the hollow
bricks have been considered to have 50% perforation
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3. SEC for perforated brick manufacturing kilns as 1.3 MJ/kg fired bricks49
4. SEC for hollow block manufacturing kilns as 1.72 MJ/kg fired bricks50
5. CO2 emission factor is taken as 89.47 t CO2 per TJ51
6. GCV of coal assumed 5000 Kcal/kg for estimation of coal saving.
The projections show that coal and CO2 savings will be very small under the business as usual
scenario and would have miniscule effect on the overall brick sector; the coal and CO2 savings are
significant if comprehensive steps are taken for accelerated deployment or transformation of the
industry.

49

Average SEC of FCBTK taken from GKSPL.2014. Factsheets about Brick Kilns in South and South-east
Asia. Prepared by Greentech Knowledge Solutions Pvt. Ltd. for Swiss Agency for Development and
Cooperation.
50 SEC of tunnel kiln for firing REBs taken from GKSPL.2012. Brick Kilns Performance Assessment- A
Roadmap for Cleaner Brick Production in India. Prepared by Greentech Knowledge Solutions Pvt. Ltd. for
Shakti Energy Foundation)
51 IPCC Volume 2 Chapter 1 Table 1.4
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5

Action Plan for promotion of burnt clay REBs

This chapter summarizes the key findings of the study and presents an action plan for the promotion
of burnt clay REBs in the country.

5.1 Key findings of the study
The summary of the key findings of chapter 3 & 4 are as follows:
a) The production of burnt clay REBs has increased at 16% CAGR during 2010-15, and the
production during 2015 is estimated at around 0.22 billion bricks/year. A mature market for
hollow blocks has developed in South India, particularly around Bangalore. Some success
has been achieved in establishing the market for perforated bricks in North India (NCR
region, Punjab and Haryana). UNDP-GEF project has been successful in sensitizing some
of the key government ministries and departments such as MoEFCC and PWD in Punjab
about the advantages and potential of burnt clay REBs. Process for inclusion of burnt clay
REBs in government schedule of rates has been achieved in a few states through their
PWD departments and revision of BIS standard for perforated bricks have been initiated.
Some support has been provided to selected burnt clay REB enterprises for DPR
preparation, accessing finance, market development and technology selection. Resource
audit have assisted in establishing the energy and GHG savings of burnt clay REBs.
b) The study has brought in sharp focus the large potential that exists for energy and CO2
savings, and various other resource efficiency advantages if burnt clay REBs are adopted
on a large scale. However, despite the progress made during the project period, the
market for burnt clay REBs in the country is still very small and there are multiple barriers
which needs to be overcome to make burnt clay REBs as one of the mainstream building
material. The key barriers that have been identified during the study can be classified
under five heads:
a. Limited production & high cost of burnt clay REBs: There are only around 45
manufacturers of burnt clay REBs in the country and almost all of them produce
REBs as a secondary product. Due to small production and lack of integrated
production facilities, the cost of production remains high. Limited availability and
high prices act as a barrier in expanding the market.
b. Barriers in accessing technology and finance for REB manufacturing: Most of the
suppliers of integrated manufacturing plants to produce burnt clay REBs (clay
preparation machinery, extruders, material handling equipment, artificial dryers and
tunnel kiln, etc.) are international companies (mostly Chinese and European). The
technology packages being offered by them are usually suitable for large
production capacities, some of these are yet to be tested under Indian conditions
and are perceived to be costly by Indian brick manufacturers. Typical investment in
upgrading the production facility to produce burnt clay REBs can range from INR
20 to100 million. There is no dedicated finance available for the upgradation or
setting-up of new burnt clay REB manufacturing units.
c. Uncertain regulatory & policy environment and lack of promotional activities at
national and state levels: The regulatory & policy environment is not conducive to
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attract investment in burnt clay REB manufacturing. Environment regulations for
mining of clay (minor mineral), fly ash regulation and model building bye-laws are
some of the important regulations which needs a review both for their content and
their implementation modalities. Absence of a scientific definition of resource
efficient building materials does not allow an objective assessment of building
materials. Apart from some limited work done under the UNDP-GEF project to
promote burnt clay REBs and work done by fly ash mission to promote fly ash
bricks, there is no development programme at the national and the state level to
promote resource efficient brick production. This is surprising given the large
turnover and the socio-economic importance of brick manufacturing in the country.
d. Lack of awareness about burnt clay REBs among various stakeholders: The
awareness about burnt clay REBs remains low amongst brick producers,
construction industry (builders, architects, contractors, masons), building owners
as well as policy makers.
e. Lack of trained technical manpower for production and application of REBs: Both
production (workers and supervisors for mechanized burnt clay brick production)
and application of burnt clay REB require trained manpower (contractors, masons,
etc.). Leaving aside individual initiatives e.g. initiative of Wienerberger, there is no
institutional set-up to impart such training.

5.2 Action Plan for the promotion of burnt clay REBs
The CO2 emissions from brick sector are estimated at 66-84 million tonnes/year. In comparison, for
the year 2012, the total industrial CO2 emissions in India were around 564 million
tonnes/year52.Thus brick industry contributes to around 12-15 % of the total industrial CO2
emissions of the country. The projections of future demand for bricks show that the brick demand
will peak during 2032-37 and if no improvement are made in the manufacturing technology for
bricks, the annual CO2 emissions from the brick industry will increase to 230-280 million tonnes/year
during 2032-37.
5.2.1

Promotion of burnt clay REBs as a part of a comprehensive national initiative on low
carbon/resource efficient bricks

A comparative assessment of the CO2 emissions per m3 of different types of bricks is presented in
Table 6. It is observed that several materials have CO2 emissions lower compared to the common
burnt clay bricks. By adopting a comprehensive strategy which promotes a mix of solutions, it should
possible to reduce the CO2 emissions from the brick sector by 25-50%. The mix of solutions that
can be employed are:
a) Production of common burnt clay brick by employing efficient brick kiln technologies and/
or cleaner fuels (e.g. natural gas)
b) Replacement of common burnt clay brick with alternate bricks like burnt clay REBs, AAC
block, fly ash brick and compressed stabilized clay blocks.

52 http://ghgplatform-india.org/demo/data-and-emissions/industry.html
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c) Focused research and investments in manufacturing can lead to identification and
availability of newer materials having lower carbon footprint.
Table 6 Comparison of energy and CO2 emissions per m3 of brick for different types of bricks (GKSPL, 2016)53

Common
burnt clay
brick- Fired
in FCBTK

Burnt
clay
REBs
(hollow)

Autoclaved
Aerated
Concrete
(AAC) Block

Energy for Manufacturing
(excluding transportation)
MJ/m3

~ 2000

~1300

~1300

~1000

~800

~600

CO2 emission for
manufacturing (T CO2/m3)

~ 0.2

~0.15

~0.13

~0.15

~0.16

~ 0.06

Parameters

Cement
concrete
block

Fly ash
bricks

Compressed
stabilized
clay blocks

It needs to be stressed that the promotion of burnt clay REBs, should not be done in isolation, but
should be a part of a comprehensive national strategy to reduce CO2 emissions from the brick
sector. Here it is important to note that experience shows that a strategy based on one solution
(excluding many other possible solution) may not be very effective, this is explained using the
example of fly ash regulation in box 1. It is suggested that MoEFCC or NITI Aayog takes a lead in
formulating a definition for resource efficient bricks. This definition can be developed in consultation
with other government central government ministries and departments, such as, MoUD, BMTPC,
BEE, MSME, state governments, construction sector, civil society organizations, industry experts
and building material industry. The definition can then be used to identify different types of resource
efficient bricks for promotion. Once the materials have been identified, goals and action plan for a
national initiative on resource efficient/ low carbon bricks can be formulated.

53

GKSPL.2016. Resource Efficient Walling Materials in India. Issue paper prepared by Greentech Knowledge Solutions
for Shakti Sustainable Energy Foundation
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Box 1: Fly Ash Regulation: Can only fly ash bricks be the answer?
During the year 2014-15 around 184 million tons of fly ash was generated from coal thermal
plants. Safe disposal/ gainful utilization of this large amount of fly ash is a big environmental
problem. Government has been trying to promote the utilisation of fly ash to produce walling
material as an alternate to burnt clay bricks. A fly ash regulation to mandate utilization of fly ash
for manufacturing of walling materials as well as mandating use of fly ash based products in
building construction within a specified distance from thermal power plants is in force since 1999.
Recently, MoEFCC through its notification (fly ash regulation 2016) dated January 25, 2016 has
made it mandatory for all cities having a population of more than 1 million to amend building
bye-laws to make fly ash bricks mandatory. Further the use of fly ash based bricks and products
is made mandatory in all Government scheme or programmes. MoUD has come up with model
building bye-laws 2016. These bye-laws refer to the fly ash Notification of MoEFCC and makes
use of flyash based bricks mandatory in all buildings having built-up area >20,000 m2.
The utilization of fly ash for the manufacture of fly ash bricks has increased over the years,
however, despite more than 15 years of the fly ash regulation, the percentage market share of
fly ash based walling materials remains low at the national level. As per the data compiled by
CEA from power plants, in 2014-15, the fly ash utilization for the manufacturing of bricks was
12.02 million tons, which is around 6.5% of the total fly ash generated. Five states i.e.
Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Gujarat and Rajasthan accounts for almost 70% of
the fly ash utilisation for brick and tile manufacturing. It is estimated that utilization of this fly ash
will result in production of 10 -15 billion standard size bricks per year, which will meet around 58 % of the total demand for bricks.
As per one estimate there are 18000 fly ash brick manufacturing plants in the country. During a
field survey conducted in five state during 2016, it was found that the small-scale fly ash brick
industries suffer from several problems: low utilization of the installed capacity, problems related
with fly ash and sand supply, problems in maintaining good quality, weak institutional
arrangements for technology supply and quality control.
Analysis of fly ash supply and total brick demand indicate that there is a mis-match between the
availability of fly ash and the total brick demand in several regions of the country. For example,
in case of Northern Indian States of J&K, HP, Punjab, Haryana and Rajasthan, if all available
unutilized annual production of fly ash is utilized for production of fly ash based bricks, it will only
meet around 5% of the annual brick requirement.
Thus, it can be inferred that a more inclusive policy to promote resource efficient bricks is
required which also provide space to other types of bricks e.g. burnt clay REBs, bricks made
from other types of wastes, etc. and is not focussed only on fly ash utilization.
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5.2.2

A dedicated fund to finance burnt clay REB production

The analysis done by PSCST during the preparation of DPRs for setting-up/expanding
manufacturing facilities to produce burnt clay REBs for 26 enterprises indicates that on an average
INR 2 crore (US$ 300,000) investment is required in one enterprise. Consultations with brick
manufacturers suggests that setting-up of an integrated production facility to manufacture burnt clay
REBs, which also has artificial drying and advanced kiln technologies like tunnel kiln, would cost
around INR 10 crore (US $ 1.5 million). Table 7 provides estimated quantum of investment required
to produce burnt clay REBs under different scenarios presented in Table 4.
Table 7. Investments required to meet the burnt clay REB demand under accelerated and industry
transformation scenarios

Scenario 2: Accelerated
Deployment
Scenario 3: Industry
Transformation

Investment required (US$)

Investment required (US$)

(2017-2022)

(2022-2027)

80 million (INR 520 crore)

466 million (INR 3000 crore)

380 million (INR 2300 crore)

1382 million (INR 9000 crore)

[Note: An average investment of US $ 1 million has been considered for setting up a manufacturing facility which can
produce burnt clay REBs equivalent to 30 million standard bricks/ year.]

It should be noted that currently common burnt clay manufacturing requires much lower investment
(1/5th to 1/10th investment required for burnt clay REB production), which is usually self-financed by
the brick makers, and role of bank credit is small. Given much large investment requirements,
access to debt financing would be essential for expanding burnt clay REB production and a
dedicated fund for financing burnt clay REB production is proposed. An example of such fund exists
in South Asia, in the form of Asian Development Bank (ADB) fund for energy efficiency
improvements in brick industry in Bangladesh, details of which are provided in box 2. Learning from
success and failures of the fund in Bangladesh could be the starting point in creating such a fund.
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Box 2: ADB US$50 million fund for brick industry in Bangladesh
Asian Development Bank (ADB) is supporting Bangladesh’s efforts to promote energy efficiency
in brick-making. Brick-making is energy-intensive and a main source of greenhouse gas
emission and fine particulate pollution in Bangladesh. The project has established a credit facility
to provide loans to brick makers to build or upgrade to cleaner kilns. ADB has provided a $50
million loan. The Ministry of Finance is the executing authority while Bangladesh Bank is the
implementing agency of the ADB loan. The project period was designed from 2012 to 2015, but
the project has been behind schedule and is still in operation. The Bangladesh Bank has signed
participation agreements with 53 financial institutions (35 banking institutions and 18 nonbanking institutions). Till September 2016, ADB has disbursed $33 million as imprest advance
to 13 sub projects. The credit facility is being complemented by a technical assistance
programme of ADB, in addition there have been technical assistance programmes supported by
UNDP-GEF, the World Bank and GIZ. These technical assistance activities are aimed at
promoting market awareness and generate demand for funds (to construct energy efficient
kilns), provide business and brick kiln operational support, minimize negative social impacts from
phasing out of traditional kilns, create a long-term brick sector development roadmap, formulate
sustainable sector policy and regulation, and advance new building techniques.
Source: http://print.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/old/more.php?news_id=129725&date=201205-15; https://www.adb.org/projects/45273-002/main#project-pds

The possible sources for financing such a fund, could be domestic e.g. National Clean Energy Fund
or international development sector finance sourced from the World Bank, ADB, kFW, Private
Foundations, etc.
5.2.3

Burnt clay REB industry support programme

Several different types of support activities would be required, once a national policy and financing
programme in place. A burnt clay REB industry support programme is conceptualized having
different components to provide this support. The components of such a support programme are
as follows:
a) Technical and business support to existing and prospective burnt clay brick
manufacturers: The experience gained under the UNDP-GEF project as well as in
Bangladesh indicates that existing and prospective burnt clay brick manufacturers require
a variety of support ranging for DPR preparation, design of the plant, selection of
machinery, commissioning, operations as well as for market development. Another
important activity that can be undertaken is to put in place a system for accreditation of
technology suppliers and service providers (as has been done in case of solar water
heaters and solar rooftop systems). Lab testing facilities for testing of clay and fuel will be
required. State or sub-state level nodes will be required to deliver technical and business
support to brick manufacturers
b) Skilling and technical training initiative: Thousands of technicians and engineers needs to
be trained in skills for both productions and applications of burnt clay REBs
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–

Manufacturing, service and operation of machines to produce burnt clay REBs
(technical training of technicians and supervisors).

–

Application of burnt clay bricks in buildings (training of masons, contractors,
architects, etc.)

The initiative will be required to develop training programmes and organize the delivery
through a network of institutions.
c) State government programmes: Due to the large variations in the raw material availability,
market requirements, development priorities, socio-economic conditions among different
states, state-level plans for resource-efficient bricks needs to be developed. Activities to
build human and institutional capacity to implement environment regulations (concerning
brick industry) as well to plan and implement REB programmes at state level will be
needed.
d) Market development: Apart from creating awareness among user segments, a labelling
programme for burnt clay REBs is proposed. Some of the agencies who can be
approached for operating the labelling system can include, government agencies (e.g.
PACS system of BMTPC, Eco-label of CPCB), independent green building product ratings
e.g. GRIHA, IGBC, GBCI, etc.
e) Industrial research and development: The focus of the industrial research and
development component would be to make available cost-effective integrated technology
package(s) to produce burnt clay REBs, with specific research focused on
– Artificial brick dryer
– Tunnel kiln
– Material transfer system
– Clay preparation and shaping
The work would also involve developing standard specifications as well as pilot testing of
certain technologies.
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Annexure 1: Production process for burnt clay REB
Based on the discussions with REB producers and machinery manufacturers, a flowchart for a burnt
clay REB production unit has been shown in Figure 19 & Figure 20.

Figure 19: Process flowchart for a typical REB production unit
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Transport of clay by belt
conveyors

Clay storage

Transport of green bricks to
drying shed

Brick cutting table

Roller Crusher

Double shaft Clay mixer-1

De-airing extruder

Double shaft Clay mixer-2

Green bricks fired in the kiln

Drying shed

Figure 20: Photographs of typical processes/machinery in burnt clay REB production
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Annexure 2: Survey Questionnaires
Questionnaire for the Producers
Market assessment for Resource Efficient Bricks [REBs]: Present production and the future
market”.
Date
1. Name and location of the plant:
2. Type of products manufactured (tick √):

Solid
Perforated
Hollow
3. Production data for the year 2015 for hollow/perforated clay bricks

(A)
Size (mm x mm x mm)
Production (no. of bricks)
Selling Price (Rs/brick)
No. of holes per brick
Size of holes

Hollow Blocks

Perforated Bricks

(B) In comparison to last 3 years, the total sale of perforated/hollow clay bricks for the year
2015, has (tick √)
1. Increased
2. Decreased
3. Remained constant

4. Type of clients / building projects/ market for your Hollow Blocks

% market

Cities

High rise residential > 10 floors
Medium Rise residential <10 floors
Individual houses
Commercial buildings/ Institutions
Any other

5. Type of clients / building projects/ market for your Perforated Bricks

% market

Cities

High rise residential > 10 floors
Medium Rise residential <10 floors
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Individual houses
Commercial buildings/ Institutions
Any other
Capacity of extruder (Ton material/ day):

6. Give details of the make/manufacturers name of the of machinery installed in your plant

Material Handling
Extruder
Dryer
Kiln

7. What are the hurdles/problems in the expansion of Hollow/perforated brick production?
Please write 1,2,3… in the corresponding cells for the below mentioned criteria in order of their
priority for you.

Low Consumer awareness about hollow/perforated bricks
Low/no growth in market for hollow/perforated bricks
Environment regulatory problems with clay mining
Lack of skilled workers
Problems with frequent machine breakdowns
Lack of drying facilities
Lack of firing facilities
Any other

8. No. of competitors you have in the market

9. Contact information of the competitors

10. Who are likely to the main clients for hollow/perforated clay bricks in coming 5 years?

11. Market for hollow/perforated clay bricks is expected to increase or decrease by 2021?

Why?
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12. What is the expected increase/decrease in production of hollow/perforated clay bricks by

2021?

13. What are the measures that would help in the expansion of Hollow/perforated brick

production?
Please write 1,2,3… in the corresponding cells for the below mentioned criteria in order of
their priority for you.
Hollow/perforated bricks are recognized as green bricks by govt. agencies and
promote for use in govt. projects
Hollow/perforated bricks are recognized by green rating agencies
Manufacturers have access to finance for expanding operations
Manufacturers have easy access to technology
Programs to create awareness amongst builders/architects
14. What are the channels used for promotion? (tick √)

Through web
Facebook
One to one contact
Advertisement- TV
Hoardings
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Questionnaire for the users
Market assessment for Resource Efficient Bricks [REBs]: Present production and the future
market”.

Name
Name of Org.

City
Date

Hollow Clay blocks

Perforated Clay bricks

1. Are you aware of: - (Tick √)
Hollow clay blocks

Perforated clay bricks

2. Have you used any of these in your projects?
Hollow clay blocks

Perforated clay bricks

3. If Yes, then mention the projects and their
locations

1
2
3

4. Mention the hollow/perforated clay brick
producers you are aware of

1
2
3

5. Tick the type of your clients / building projects where you have used hollow/perforated clay
bricks (tick √)
Hollow blocks

Perforated bricks

High rise residential > 10 floors
Medium Rise residential <10 floors
Individual houses
Commercial buildings/ Institutions
Any other
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6. What are the main advantages of using hollow clay blocks?
Please write 1,2,3… in the corresponding cells for the below mentioned criteria in order of their
priority for you.
Faster construction due to larger size of the brick
Good insulation properties
Reduction in dead load and hence the structural cost
Lower cost of construction of wall
Aesthetics value
Any other
7. What are the main advantages of using perforated clay bricks?
Please write 1,2,3… in the corresponding cells for the below mentioned criteria in order of their
priority for you.
High compressive strength and hence can be used in load bearing
construction
Better finish of walls- less requirement of plaster
Aesthetic value
Any other
8. Tick the difficulties/hurdles you have come across in projects using hollow/perforated clay
bricks
Unavailability of skilled Labour for the construction
Problems during construction like laying of pipes and conduits operation
Post occupancy issues like nailing etc.
difficulties
Problems associated with procurement of hollow/perforated bricks due to
limited product availability.
Higher Cost of project due to use of these bricks/blocks
Others (if any please specify)
9. Are you satisfied with the product and will use in your future projects?
a)
b)

Never
Only for certain type
projects

c)

Most of the projects

If your answer is (a) or (b), please mention your preferred walling materials

10. Market for hollow/perforated clay bricks is expected to increase or decrease by 2021? Why?
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Annexure 3: List of participants of survey
The questionnaires were sent across to more than 100 persons which included architects, builders,
machinery supplier, green building consultants etc. Out of which we received responses from 15
architects, 24 producers and 3 machinery manufacturers. List of people who responded is provided
below:
Name

Organization

Place

Architects, Builders and Green Rating Agencies
Georg Leuzinger

L & S Architects

Bangalore, Karnataka

R K Remesh

R K Remesh Architects

Kozhikode, Kerala

B.S.Bhooshan

BSB Architects

Mysore, Karnataka

Benny Kuriakose

Vedika

Chennai, Tamil Nadu

Binu K Jose

Good Earth India Infra (P) Ltd.

Kochi, Kerala

Deependra Prashad

DPAP (Architects and Planners)

New Delhi

Jolly Barooah

M/S Jolly Barooah Associates

Gurgaon & Madgaon

Siddhartha Mitra

Siddhartha Mitra

New Delhi

M SELVARASU

LEAD Consultancy

Bangalore, Karnataka

Neeraj Manchanda

NMA

New Delhi

Sarbjit Bahga

PUNJAB MANDI BOARD

S.A.S NAGAR

Suhasini Ayer

Auroville Design Consultants

Auroville

Surinder Bahga

Saakaar Foundation

Chandigarh

Dr.P.K. Das

Studio1860

Noida

Nishant Gupta

Degree Day Engineers

Indore

REB Producers
Dishant Badlani

Prayag Clay Products

Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh

Satya Pal Jindal

Jindal Mechno Bricks

Jhajjar, Haryana

K. Thomas

Thomas Tiles

Trissur, Kerala

Abdul. Jaleel

Kap India

Trissur, Kerala

Sushil Aaron

Baliapatnam Tiles

Kannur, kerala

Venugopal Krishna

Sri Venkateshwara Bricks & Tiles
Industry

Malur, Karnataka

Dasarath Reddy

Anjaneya Bricks

Malur, Karnataka

Kulbhushan

Bharat Bricks

Dera Bassi, Punjab

Kundan Dighe

Wienerberger

Bangalore, Karnataka

Mohit Jalal

Kailash bricks

Tohana, Haryana
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Pritpal Singh

Panesar Bricks

Ludhiana, Punjab

Mr. Oberoi

Sai Nath Tiles

Ghaziabad, U.P.

Pankaj Gupta

Mahabir bricks

Guwahati, Assam

Mr. Ojit

M.S.Agencies

Imphal, Manipur

P.L.Narayanan

Navanna bricks

Madurai, Tamil Nadu

Sanjay Kumawat

Ritu bricks

Ajmer, Rajasthan

A.Thomas

RBI Brick

Chennai, Tamil Nadu

Sanjay Gupta

Venus Clay Products

Balaghat, Madhya Pradesh

Neelesh Gupta

Sri Viraj Industies

Balaghat, Madhya Pradesh

G.K.Shetty

Ganesh Tile works

Mangalore, Karnataka

R. Krishnaswamy

RSK Chamber bricks

Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu

Ashok Tiwari

West Bengal Brick Kiln Association

Kolkata, West Bengal

Ratna Shekhar

Tamil Nadu
Machinery Supplier

Rajesh Singla

Brick Technologies (India)

Ludhiana, Punjab

K.K.Vijayan

Vijayprakash Industrials

Calicut, Kerala

Anand Damle

De Boer Damle (India) Pvt. Ltd.

Pune,Maharashtra
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Annexure 4: Proceedings of stakeholder’s workshop
A stakeholder workshop was organized on June 8th at India Habitat Centre, New Delhi to present
the findings of the market assessment study and to get suggestions and feedback on the action
plan to develop the market for burnt clay REBs. The meeting was attended by more than 50
participants representing brick industry, government, research organizations, civil society
organization, brick machinery suppliers, etc.
Some of the key points of the presentations and discussion are as follows:
1. Experience shared by the burnt clay REB manufacturers showed that typical enterprises have
taken 5-10 years to reach a significantly large level of burnt clay REB production. It shows that
mastering the technology to produce burnt clay REBs as well as development of the market for
burnt clay REBs takes time. During this period, technical support received from expert agencies
like PSCST was appreciated.
2. The problem in procuring clay to produce burnt clay REBs was highlighted by a brick producer
from Kerala. He informed that several brick and tile manufacturers based in Kerala are forced
to procure clay from neighboring Tamil Nadu or Karnataka, while several of them are shifting
their production to these states.
3. The market is different regions have different preferences. Hollow clay brick is more popular in
southern India. In north India, most of the production is of perforated bricks, which is mostly
used for exposed wall construction. One of the producer shared his experience that in his area
3 hole perforated bricks have received higher market acceptance compared to 10 or 20 hole
bricks.
4. The need to put more resources and effort to create awareness amongst the architects,
contractors, government agencies (particularly agencies like PWD) and users (through a
campaign like the popular jago grahk jago) regarding burnt clay REBs was emphasized by
several participants.
5. Lack of support from the government agencies to support burnt clay REBs was mentioned.
Some of the participants gave the example of the fly ash regulation and called for making use
of burnt clay REBs mandatory as has been proposed for fly ash bricks through the fly ash
regulation. Concerns were also raised regarding the fly ash regulation, 2016 as per which the
fly ash bricks have been made mandatory in cities having population of more than 1 million, the
participants were of the opinion that this would have a negative impact on fresh investments in
burnt clay REB manufacturing.
6. Lack of low-cost tunnel kiln and dryer system was identified as a barrier. Participants wanted
the government to fund development and demonstration of low-cost tunnel kiln and dryer system
suitable for the Indian condition. Availability of such technology will encourage setting-up of new
burnt clay REB manufacturing facilities.
7. Cost benefit analysis of burnt clay REB manufacturing needs to be properly documented and
shared with the brick manufacturers, this will help them in making their investment decisions.
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8. The representative from BMTPC mentioned that government want to promote new materials
and technologies for Housing for All programme. He also informed that as per a recent order by
MoUD, the government has made the use of technologies, such as, monolithic concrete
construction, 3S cellular light weight precast concrete columns, etc. mandatory for large building
projects having a budget of INR 100 crore or more. He provided information about the
performance appraisal certification scheme by BMPTC.
9. Definition of burnt clay REBs was discussed, a demand to also categories light weight burnt
clay bricks manufactured using waste material/internal fuel as REB was put forward.
.
Agenda: Stakeholder Workshop
Action Plan to Develop the Market for Hollow and Perforated Clay Bricks
(14:00 to 16:30 on June 8th, 2016 at Juniper Hall, India Habitat Centre)

14:00–14:30 Lunch & Registration
14:30–16:30 Welcome Remarks
Background presentation on “Action Plan to Develop Market for Hollow/Perforated
Clay Bricks” by Dr Sameer Maithel, Director, GKSPL
Stakeholder’s perspective on key issues and strategies to develop the market for
perforated and hollow bricks
Chairperson: Dr S N Srinivas, UNDP
Panelists:
-

Mr Kundan Dighe, Wienerberger, Bangalore
Mr Kulbhushan Aggarwal, Bharat Bricks, Dera Bassi
Mr Abdul Jaleel, Kap India Tiles, Kerala
Mr Pritpal Singh, Punjab State Council for Science and Technology,
Chandigarh
Mr C N Jha, Dy Chief (S&PD), Building Materials Technology Promotion
Council, New Delhi
Mr. S.P. Jindal, Jindal Mechno Bricks Pvt. Ltd.

Q&A Session
16:30-16:45

Tea

List of Participants
S. No

Name

Organization

1

Dr S N Srinivas

UNDP

2

Dr Nayanika Singh

MoEFCC

3

C.N.Jha

BMTPC

4

Pritpal Singh

PSCST
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5

Megha Nikam

IIT Bombay

6

Tarun Dixit

BEE

7

Dara Singh

Jindal Mechno Bricks P. Ltd.,

8

Vivek Taneja

Thermax

9

Anand Damle

DeBoer Damle, Pune

10

Shailesh Modi

Fourth Vision, Ahmedabad

11

Dr N Kalidas

INSWAREB, Vishakhapatnam

12

Satpal Jindal

Jindal Mechno Bricks

13

Divya Jindal

Jindal Mechno Bricks P. Ltd.,

14

Anup Sharma

Jindal Mechno Bricks P. Ltd.,

15

Ramesh Shrivastav

PCLRA, Ahmedabad

16

O P Badlani

Prayag Clay Products Pvt Ltd, Varanasi

17

Ravi Kapoor

Energy Consultant

18

Pradeep Kumar

Griha/TERI

19

Ashok Tewari

Bengal Brick Field owner’s association

20

Sanjay Singh

Bengal Brick Field owner’s association

21

Surabhi Shikha

Centre for Environment & Energy
Development(CEED)

22

Rahul Kumar

Centre for Science and Environment

23

Naman Mirajkar

Indian Institute of Technology, Roorkee

24

Dr Veena Joshi

Consultant

25

Anil Kumar

BTECON

26

Vinod Rai Chandani

Mahalaxmi & co.

27

Shweta Pandey

IORA Ecological Solutions

28

Yatin Choudhary

TERI

29

Kundan Dighe

Wienerberger India Pvt. Ltd.

30

Yogesh Aggarwal

Bengal Brick Field owner’s association

31

Ashok Ghosh

Bengal Brick Field owner’s association

32

Sanjay Dadoo

Dadoo Bricks, Hapur

33

Ramesh Kumar

Baghpat

34

Kulbhushan Aggarwal

Bharat Bricks

35

Rajesh Singla

Brick Machinery Manufacturer

36

Rakesh Agarwal

Sabo SA

37

Milind Deore

Bureau of Energy Efficiency

38

P N Pavan Kumar

EESL

39

Nitin Kulkarni

IIT Bombay

40

Harpreet Singh

Brick Kiln Owner

41

Varun Goel

S P Bricks, Saharanpur Distt
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42

S K Bhartia

G K Bricks

43

Abdul Jaleel

Kap India Tiles

44

Pritom Saikia

CEC

45

Kartikey Dadoo

Dadoo Bricks, Hapur

46

Sourav Agarwal

GKA Bricks

47

Gunja Kirti

CEC

48

Anuj Sethi

Bharat Bricks co.

49

Vivek Kumar Chenna

IIT Delhi

50

K P Eashwar

ADCS

51

P Vignesh Raja

ADCS

52

Kushang Mittal

Modi Bricks, Greater Noida

53

Munshi Ram Gulia

Brick Kiln Owner, Bahadurgarh

54

Sanjay Goel

Brick Kiln Owner, Baghpat
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Annexure 5: State-wise distribution of extruders (2015-16)
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Annexure 6: Sample calculation on energy and CO2 savings from
UNDP-GEF assisted burnt clay REB manufacturing enterprises
Sample Calculation for Dadoo bricks is provided in the table below
Parameters
Specific Energy Consumption (MJ/kg fired bricks)
Estimated perforated brick production in 2010-15 in
standard sized bricks

Formulae

Values

(A)

1.25

(B)

11,250,000

Estimated hollow block production in 2010-15 in
standard sized bricks

(C)

958,046

% Perforation in perforated bricks

(D)

8%

% Perforation in hollow blocks
Assumed density of extruded bricks (kg/m3)
Volume of standard sized brick of dimension 230 x
110 x 70mm (m3)
Energy to CO2 emission conversion factor (t
CO2/TJ) 54

(E)
(F)

50%
1800

(G)

0.001771

(H)

89.47

Reduction in clay for perforated bricks as compared
to solid extruded bricks (kg)

(I)=(B) x (D) x (F) x (G)

2,869,020

Reduction in clay for hollow blocks as compared to
solid extruded bricks (kg)

(J)= (C) x (E) x (F) x (G)

1,527,030

Net reduction in clay by REBs (kg)
Energy saving (MJ)
CO2 saving (tons)

(K) = (I) + (J)
(L)= (K) x (A)
(M) = (L) / 10^6 x (H)

4,396,050
5,495,063
491.64

54 IPCC Volume 2 Chapter 1 Table 1.4
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Annexure 7: Calculation of brick requirement per m2 of floor space
construction
 Step 1 – Design of various combinations
- Firstly, size and number of bedrooms, kitchens and toilets are assumed for various types
of dwelling houses (as per census). The assumed floor area for a room is 15m2.

One room

Two rooms

Three rooms

Four rooms

Five rooms

Six rooms &
above

Since there are several possible combinations for five and six room dwellings, walling
area is estimated according the ratio of walling area with floor area of other dwellings.

No exclusive
room

-

Bedroom (3m*5m=15 sqm)

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

Kitchen (2m*2.5m=5 sqm)

0

1

1

1

2

2

2

Toilet (2m*2.5m=5 sqm)

1

1

1

2

3

4

4

Total(sqm)

20

25

40

60

85

105

120

The plan view of various combinations of dwelling units are shown in the next page.
 Step 2 - Assumption
- The external walls are of 10” thickness; constructed by standard size bricks of 230 x 115
x 75 mm (98 bricks per m2 of wall)
-

The internal walls are of 5” thickness; constructed by standard size bricks of 230 x 115
x 75 mm (49 bricks per m2 of wall)

 Step 3 - Estimation

Avg. total wall length of
various combination (m)
Height of wall (m)
Total wall area (m2)
Internal wall area (m2)
Internal wall area without
doors and windows (m2)
External wall area (m2)
External wall area
without doors and
windows(m2)
Bricks for external walls
Bricks for internal walls

No
exclusive

1 room

2 rooms

23

26

38

56

73

88

97

3.8
87.4
9.5

3.8
98.8
22.8

3.8
144.4
43.7

3.8
212.8
76

3.8
277.4
110.2

3.8
334.4
140.6

3.8
368.6
155.8

7.9

21.2

40.1

68.8

97.9

124.7

137.9

77.9

76

100.7

136.8

167.2

193.8

212.8

73.6

70.95

94.9

128.7

158.3

182.6

200.1

7212
387

6953
1039

9300
1965

12612
3371

15513
4797

17894
6110

19609
6757
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Total bricks
Total floor space area
(m2)
Bricks per m2 of floor
space area
Average of bricks per m2
floor space area

No exclusive room

7600

7992

11265

15984

20311

24005

26367

20

25

40

60

85

105

120

380

320

282

266

239

229

220
276

Various Combinations of houses
One room

Three room
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